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Rapidly rotating black holes are known to develop instabilities in the presence of a sufficiently
light boson, a process which becomes efficient when the boson’s Compton wavelength is roughly
the size of the black hole. This phenomenon, known as black hole superradiance, generates an
exponentially growing boson cloud at the expense of the rotational energy of the black hole. For
astrophysical black holes with M ∼ O(10)M, the superradiant condition is achieved for bosons
with mb ∼ O(10−11) eV; intriguingly, photons traversing the intergalactic medium (IGM) acquire
an effective mass (due to their interactions with the ambient plasma) which naturally resides in
this range. The implications of photon superradiance, i.e. the evolution of the superradiant photon
cloud and ambient plasma in the presence of scattering and particle production processes, have
yet to be thoroughly investigated. Here, we enumerate and discuss a number of different processes
capable of quenching the growth of the photon cloud, including particle interactions with the ambient
electrons and back-reactions on the effective mass (arising e.g. from thermal effects, pair-production,
ionization of of the local background, and modifications to the dispersion relation from strong electric
fields). This work naturally serves as a guide in understanding how interactions may allow light
exotic bosons to evade superradiant constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rotational superradiance is the phenomenon in which
energy can be extracted from a rotating absorbing surface
via the scattering of bosons with energy ω < mΩ , where
m is the azimuthal number and Ω the angular velocity
of the rotating body [1]. It has long been appreciated
that if one could confine such radiation around a Kerr
black hole, e.g. using a mirror located slightly outside the
ergoregion, the superradiant instability would lead to a
rapid and violent run-away process — a so-called ‘black
hole bomb’ [2–4]. Remarkably, nature provides its own
mirror in the form of particle mass – that is to say, the
existence of a non-zero mass induces bound states that
can confine the radiation near the black hole and facili-
tate the instability [4–6] (we refer to the interested reader
to [7] for an extensive review on rotational superradiance
and its relation to black hole physics).
The superradiant instability is maximally efficient
when the gravitational radius of a black hole is approx-
imately of the same size as the Compton wavelength of
the incident boson [8], i.e.
Mmb ∼ O(1) , (1)
where M and mb are the mass of the black hole and
boson, respectively1. For astrophysical black holes with
M ∼ O(M), the superradiant condition (i.e. Eq. (1))
requires a particle massmb ∼ 10−10 eV. Since no boson in
the Standard Model contains a mass in this range, obser-
vations of the spin distributions of black holes have been
∗ e-mail: diego.blas@kcl.ac.uk
† e-mail: witte.sam@gmail.com
1 We use natural units throughout this work.
used to search for and constrain the existence of exotic ul-
tralight particles, e.g. axions and light Z ′s [9–15]. While
it is true that no Standard Model particle has a bare
mass that can induce superradiance with ∼ M black
holes, it has been pointed out that the effective mass mγ
acquired as photons traverse the intergalactic medium
(IGM) is approximately in the ideal range [16, 17]. For
a non-relativistic, non-degenerate plasma comprised of
electrons and ions, the plasma mass is given by
mγ ' ωp =
√
4piαne
me
, (2)
where ne andme are the number density and mass of elec-
trons, ωp is the plasma frequency, and α the fine struc-
ture constant. Thus, an approximately bare black hole
traversing the IGM may, under certain circumstances,
undergo superradiant growth of a photon cloud. In the
case of a non-interacting Proca field, superradiance is
expected to efficiently extract an O(1) fraction of the
black hole’s rotational energy [18, 19]2; in the case of
the photon, non-linearities are expected to saturate the
growth and complicate the evolution of the superradiant
system [21] – however, the extent to which these inter-
actions inhibit the extraction of rotational energy, and
influence the radiative flux and spectrum of the black
hole-plasma system remains largely unknown.
The question of whether photon superradiance can oc-
cur (or has occurred) is unclear. In order to robustly ac-
cess the viability and frequency of such events, detailed
2 It it worth noting that in the absence of interactions, the appear-
ance of the superradiant instability appears (at least thus far) to
be robust against back reactions on the metric [20], gravitational
wave emission, and accretion [18].
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2studies must be done on e.g. the formation of bare rapidly
spinning black holes, their environments at small radii,
and the sensitivity of the superradiant event to perturba-
tions in the radial and angular plasma frequency. A first
attempt at addressing the latter point has been made
in [22], however many open questions still remain. While
all of aforementioned are interesting in their own right,
they require dedicated studies in and of themselves, and
thus we consider them to be beyond the scope of the cur-
rent work. It is worth emphasizing, however, that the
stipulation of a sizable population of bare black holes
is not entirely unwarranted. For instance, black hole
mergers with antiparallel spins lying in the orbital plane
can generate so-called ‘superkicks’, which cause the black
hole remanent to recoil against the gravitational wave
emission with velocities ∼ O(5000) km/s [23–30]; even
larger natal kicks can be generated by hyperbolic encoun-
ters and ultra-relativistic collisions, with velocities poten-
tially reaching ∼ 0.1 c [31]. Black holes formed with such
velocities would be unable to efficiently accrete and could
easily escape from their host galaxies. Similarly, the exis-
tence of a population of highly spinning black holes which
satisfy the superradiance condition Ω > 1.5 Hz
(
mb
10−13eV
)
seems plausible (see also [12, 13, 15, 32] for further anal-
ysis of populations of highly spinning black holes in the
context of dark matter models).
Hence, in what follows we start from a position in
which we assume that the conditions allowing for pho-
ton superradiance are satisfied at some point in the late
Universe, for a time period of at least t ∼ O(1) minutes
(which, as shown below, is approximately the timescale
that would be required for a light vector boson to re-
move the entirety of the black hole spin), and investigate
various mechanisms that could be responsible for prema-
turely halting the growth of the photon cloud. Specifi-
cally, we focus on processes that can directly alter the dis-
persion relation (i.e. modifications coming from thermal
correction and the presence of strong coherent electric
fields), processes which directly modify the plasma mass
via particle production (either via e± pair production,
or via ionization of the neutral background), and various
scattering processes. It seems most likely that the large
electric fields produced by the superradiant photons will
damp the polarization tensor and allow photons to free
stream, see e.g. [33]. Should this not be the case, Comp-
ton scattering and synchrotron cooling will be sufficiently
fast so as to quench the growth long before a significant
fraction of energy can be extracted.
We emphasize that understanding the vast array of
processes capable of quenching the growth of the pho-
ton cloud has value far beyond photon superradiance.
Other exotic particle may acquire an effective mass via
interactions with massive fermions or couple to electro-
magnetism in a similar manner, and thus may experience
one, or many, of these quenching mechanisms. A clear
example would a be a light Z ′ which couples to the Stan-
dard Model via kinetic mixing. Thus, in addition to the
intended application toward photon superradiance, this
work should be viewed as a guide to understanding how
the superradiant growth may be quenched, or equiva-
lently, how superradiant constraints may be evaded.
The format of this manuscript is as follows. We begin
in Sec. II by reviewing the basics of superradiance in the
context of a light vector boson. In Sec. III we discuss
the origin of the effective mass generated by the ambi-
ent plasma, and various processes which may back-react,
changing the mass and subsequently slowing or halting
the superradiant growth. We then discuss in Sec. IV
the importance of various scattering processes that can
become important after the photon cloud has extracted
only a tiny fraction of the available rotational energy. We
conclude in Sec. V.
II. VECTOR SUPERRADIANCE
Throughout this work we focus on spinning black holes
embedded in a spatially uniform plasma, characterized
by a plasma frequency ωp. In the event that the mass
of surrounding material is negligible relative to that of
the black hole, the spacetime is uniquely characterized
by the Kerr metric, defined solely by two parameters:
the mass M , and dimensionless spin a˜ ≡ J/M2, with
J the angular momentum of the black hole. So long
as the background metric is slowly varying compared to
ω−1p and the density gradient is small compared to the
gravitational field, Maxwell’s equations yield
∇σFσν = ω2p Aν , (3)
which coincides with the Proca equation. Solving Eq. (3)
in a Kerr background using separation of variables
has only recently been accomplished [34–36], where it
was shown that the superradiant instability for a near-
extremal black hole the dominant mode is maximized
when M ωp ∼ 0.5.
Of particular importance in studying the instability is
an understanding of the relevant timescale over which the
bosonic field grows. It has been shown that this question
is readily addressed by Fourier transforming the vector
field, Aµ(t, ~x) =
∫
dω e−iωtA˜µ(ω, ~x), decomposing the
frequency ω into real and imaginary parts ω = ωR+ i ωI ,
and working within the slow-rotation approximation [37];
the timescale over which the vector field increases an e-
fold then corresponds to τSR = ω
−1
I . The real part of
the frequency and the timescale are approximately given
by [7, 38–40]
ω2R ' ω2p
[
1−
(
Mωp
`+ n+ S + 1
)2]
(4)
MωI ' 2γS`(a˜m− 2r+ωp)(Mωp)4`+5+2S , (5)
where r+ is the horizon radius, ` the harmonic index of
the mode, n an integer, S is the polarization, and γS` a
coefficient that depends on (n, `,m). The most unstable
3mode is that of S = −1, ` = 1. In the case of scalar
superradiance, the cloud extends to radii
rcloud ∼ (`+ n+ 1)
2M
(M ωp)2
, (6)
which turns about to be comparable to the Compton
wavelength of the incident boson [10]. Similar results
are obtained for the case of a Proca field [19]; in what
follows we will simply approximate the radial scale as
being rcloud ∼ λγ ≡ 2pi/mγ .
For the maximally growing mode and a dimensionless
spin parameter a˜ ∼ 0.99, we expect the superradiant
timescale of the vector field to roughly follow [8, 19, 35,
41, 42]
τSR ∼ M (Mωp)
−7
γ−11
∼ 10−4
(
M
M
)
s , (7)
where γ−11 ∼ 20 [37]. Neglecting interactions and non-
linearities that may inhibit the growth of the photon field,
it has been shown that typically around O(10%) of the
energy of a near-extremal black hole may be removed be-
fore the superradiant condition is saturated [18, 19]. If
one takes as an initial condition a superradiant photon
number density of corresponding to one photon per unit
volume (where we define the superradiant volume to be
V ∼ 4pir3cloud/3, then the total timescale characterizing
the growth of the photon cloud around an astrophysical
black hole is typically ∼ O(100)×τSR. As we will discuss
below, the focus of this work will be on black holes with
masses 10M . M . 104M, implying that the su-
perradiant condition need only be satisfied for timescales
t ∼ O(1) minutes in order to efficiently extract energy
from the black hole.
It is perhaps important to emphasize that the end state
evolution of the superradiant growth is largely model-
dependent. In the case of a purely non-interacting scalar
or vector field, the boson cloud will grow until ω ∼ mΩ,
at which point the growth will saturate and the system
will begin to dissipate energy via gravitational wave emis-
sion [12, 13]. In more complex models, however, self-
interactions may induce pressure forces that cause a pre-
mature explosion (a so-called ‘bosenova’) [9–11, 43]. Al-
ternatively, the growth may also be saturated by the cre-
ation of new particles [14, 44–46]. In the context of the
Standard Model photon, it has been pointed out that if
the photon energy density exceeds ργ ∼ 1036 eV/cm3,
Schwinger pair production [47] will lead to efficient cre-
ation of e± pairs at a rate exceeding that of superradiant
growth [21]. Understanding the role of scattering and
particle production processes is thus of the utmost im-
portance in determining the final effect of light bosons
of spinning black holes and their environments. While
this study focuses explicitly on the case of the standard
model photon, some of the features discussed below may
also be useful for those wishing to evade superradiant
constraints on exotic light bosons.
FIG. 1. Baryonic overdensity ∆b at a given redshift required
to satisfy Eq. (1) for various black holes masses. We overlay
the 3 and 5σ two-sided confidence intervals to illustrate the
potential rarity of finding such an overdensity. We highlight
the approximate redshift range in which reionization is ex-
pected to take place, as the process of reionization changes
the plasma mass, and consequently the black hole masses for
which the condition is satisfied, by multiple orders of magni-
tude.
III. THE EFFECTIVE PHOTON MASS
Photons propagating in a background plasma have a
modified dispersion relation oweing to the presence of
interactions, which for transverse (T) and longitudinal
modes (L) is given by [48]
ω2T = k
2 + piT (ωT , k) (8)
ω2L =
ω2L
k2
piL(ωL, k) , (9)
where piT/L is the polarization tensor of each mode. In
the non-degenerate and non-relativistic limit, as would
be applicable for photons in the IGM, the polarization
tensors can be expressed as
piT = ω
2
p (10)
piL = ω
2
p
k2
ω2
, (11)
where the non-degenerate and non-relativistic formula-
tion of the plasma mass is given by ω2p =
∑
α q
2nα/mα,
where q, n, and m are the charge, number density, and
mass of particle α. Note that this expression is equivalent
to Eq. (2) in the limit of a purely electron plasma.
Using Eq. (2) and focusing our attention to z . 20,
we can identify the range of black hole masses of inter-
est for photon superradiance by analyzing the distribu-
tion of free electrons in the IGM, which we parameterize
as as ne = ne(z)∆ = xenb(z) ∆, where xe is the free
electron fraction, nb is the mean baryon number density,
and ∆ ≡ ρb(~x)/ρb is the baryon overdensity. We plot
in Fig. 1 the baryonic over-density required to induce
photon superradiance for various black hole masses as
a function of redshift. We overlay 3 and 5σ confidence
4intervals at z = 3 and z = 13, computed assuming the
probability distribution function of baryon over-densities
can be characterized by a log-normal distribution3 (with
a variance σ2 computed using the non-linear dark mat-
ter power spectrum, as done in [51]), to highlight the
mass range most likely to undergo superradiance. Dur-
ing reionization the effective photon mass changes by
multiple orders of magnitude; consequently, we caution
the reader that special care may be required during this
epoch (the approximate redshift interval over which this
process is expected to occur is highlighted in grey). Fig. 1
clearly identifies the most interesting mass range for pho-
ton superradiance to be 10M .M . 104M.
In deriving the above dispersion relations, we have as-
sumed: (1) the plasma mass is dominated by the contri-
bution of e±, which is true in all environments of interest,
(2) the plasma is non-degenerate, (3) the plasma is non-
relativistic, and (4) small external electromagnetic fields.
It is straightforward to see that in the context of inter-
est one never needs to be concerned with the degenerate
plasma limit, as a modest increase in either the electron
or positron number density will raise the effective photon
mass and kill the superradiant condition. The leading
order thermal corrections to the dispersion relations are
given by [52]
piT = ω
2
p
(
1 +
k2 T
ω2me
)
(12)
piL = ω
2
p
(
k2
ω2
+ 3
k4 T
ω4me
)
. (13)
In order to have superradiant growth we require photons
to populate quasi-bound state orbits, which only happens
for non-relativistic propagating photons (i.e. k  ω).
Thus we expect thermal corrections to be negligible for
the photons of interest.
Very recently, it was pointed out in [33] that strong
electric fields induced by a large number density of coher-
ently oscillating photons can produce significant modifi-
cations in the dispersion relation. In this case, the trans-
verse and longitudinal polarization tensors yield [53, 54]
piT =
ω2p
1 + e
2E2
m2eω
2
(14)
piL ' k
2
ω2
(
pi ω2pme
2eE
)2
, (15)
3 Notice that the distribution of ∆b departs from log-normal at
low-z, in particular in the tails of the distribution [49, 50]. As
a consequence, the derived range may extend a bit further than
illustrated in Fig. 1. As a word of caution, we emphasize that on
sufficiently small scales one can certainly not assume the elec-
tron distribution follows that of the dark matter, as turbulent
effects become increasingly important. We do not, however, ex-
pect these details to dramatically alter our conclusions.
where in the longitudinal mode we have taken the limit
of a relativistic plasma (as is the case for large elec-
tric fields). There are two interesting observations here.
First, one sees that modes with ω < ωp are allowed to
propagate when a strong electric field is present. Sec-
ond, one can see that the contribution to the dispersion
relation vanishes in the limit E  meω, or in the case
where E ∼ √ργ and ω ∼ ωp, nγ  ωpm2e. These terms
are roughly equivalent when the photon number density
is only nγ ∼ 1014 cm3. When the number density greatly
exceeds this threshold, the effective photon mass is ex-
pected to vanish and the photons may free stream away
from the black hole, destroying the superradiant event.
Thus it seems that the strong electric fields produced by
the photon cloud itself quench the superradiant instabil-
ity long before any significant amount of energy can be
extracted.
We now turn our attention to alternative back-
reactions on the effective photon mass that arise from the
production of free electrons or positrons. This may occur
if either the photon number density is sufficiently large
so as to initiate pair production, or if the local medium
is initially neutral and subsequently becomes ionized.
A. Back-Reaction From Pair Production
It has previously been appreciated in [21] that the elec-
tric fields associated with the large photon number densi-
ties obtained in the context of photon superradiance may
be sufficiently high so as to trigger the Schwinger pair
production 4. This process, inducing rapid production
of e± pairs, is exponentially suppressed for small electric
field values. Specifically, the rate of particle production
per unit volume is approximately given by
Γs(nγ,sr) ' m
4
e
4pi3
( E
Ec
)2 ∞∑
b=1
1
b2
e−bpi
Ec
E , (16)
where Ec = m2e/
√
4piα is the critical electric field and E
the electric field induced from the superradiant photons
(note that Eq. (16) is dominated in the weak field limit by
the b = 1 mode). Removing the exponential suppression
of this rate requires E ∼ √ργ & 0.1 Ec, which corresponds
to a photon energy density ργ,sr . 1037 eV/cm3. Esti-
mating the maximal energy extracted from the black hole
before the onset of pair production, assuming mγM ∼
4 It is worth emphasizing that despite being proposed nearly a
century ago [55–57] (although, admittedly, a coherent theory of
the process was not formulated until the 1950s [47]) this processes
has not yet been observed; thus even an indirect observation of
this phenomenon would alone be of great importance.
50.5, we find 5
Emaxs
M
∼ 32pi
4
3
ργ,c
1
m3γM
∼ 10−10
(
10−10 eV
mγ
)2
. (17)
Finding an effective photon mass significantly below ∼
10−14 eV would amount to an extremely vacant void,
and since it is unlikely to find black holes in such envi-
ronments, we can conclude that at most ∼ 10−2 of the
rotational energy can be extracted by a near extremal
black hole before pair production back reacts and stops
the growth. It may be possible, however, that during the
formation of the black hole, supernova winds are suffi-
ciently strong so as to eject the ambient free electrons;
this may create temporarily a void around the black hole
with low electron number, allowing the the aforemen-
tioned lower bound on the effective photon mass to be
evaded.
B. Back-Reaction From Ionization
An alternative back-reaction on the photon mass can
occur if the black hole resides in a background of neu-
tral hydrogen, as naturally occurs prior to reionization.
Specifically, if the number density of neutral hydrogen is
at least of the same order as that of the free electrons,
ionization of the hydrogen could push the plasma mass
above the superradiant condition.
For cold low energy photons inverse bremsstrahlung
(free-free) absorption is extremely efficient, and can allow
for a heating of the ambient electrons and ions. Heating
the electrons and ions, however, is not sufficient to guar-
antee ionization of the neutral hydrogen; energy must be
also be efficiently transferred to the neutral atoms. Even
then, one must ensure that either the photoionization
or the collisional ionization timescale is short enough to
significantly change the free electron fraction before the
energy has been extracted from the black hole. We show
explicitly below that energy transferred between the free
electrons is never sufficiently fast so as to heat the neu-
tron hydrogen.
The dominant absorption mode for such low energy
photons is inverse bremsstrahlung, with a cross section
(in the limit Eγ  T ) given by [59]
σff ' 4pi
2ασT√
6pi
np
√
me
T
gff (Eγ , T )
TE2γ
, (18)
where T is the temperature of the electrons and ions, np
is the proton number density, and gff the gaunt factor,
which we approximate as
gff ' 4.691
[
1− 0.118 ln
(
νγ
1010(T/104 K)3/2
)]
. (19)
5 Note that in what follows we use M as a proxy for the rotational
energy of the near-extremal black holes, see e.g. [58].
Using the ambient free electron and proton densities at
z ∼ 15, and dropping the log contribution in Eq. (19)
(note that the log term will be larger than one, and thus
this assumption is overly conservative), we can write the
cross section as
σff ∼ 3.7× 10−18
(
1 eV
T
)3/2(
10−13 eV
mγ
)2
cm2 . (20)
The relevant timescale for the free-free absorption by an
electron is then given by
τff = (σff nγ)
−1
. (21)
In order to significantly change the energy of the elec-
tron, however, one requires many of such absorptions.
We can approximate the average energy gain per elec-
tron per unit time as δE ∼ mγ/τff . Ionizing hydrogen
in conventional cosmological contexts requires the neu-
tral hydrogen to have a temperature Tg & 104 K (see
e.g. [60]), so we compute the photon number density nec-
essary to produce an energy gain consistent of 1 eV/τsr,
that is the photon number density required for electrons
to heat to temperatures T ∼ 104K in the superradi-
ant timescale. Conservatively taking the temperature of
the electrons and protons to be ∼ 1 eV (this is conser-
vative since σff ∝ T−3/2) and the photon mass to be
∼ 10−13 eV, we find the photon number density must
be at least nγ & 1021 cm−3. This is significantly below
the threshold for Schwinger pair production, and thus
it seems plausible that electrons and protons will indeed
become extremely hot.
In order to ionize the medium, the energy absorbed by
the electrons and protons must efficiently be shared with
neutral hydrogen. The dominant process by which this
happens in the IGM is via the collisional excitation or
ionization of neutral hydrogen with electrons. The rate
of these processes for a thermal distribution of electrons
with temperature T are given by [61]
Γci/ce = ne
〈
σci/cev
〉
, (22)
where the label ci/ce represent collision ionization or ex-
citation. In the case of collisional ionization, at tempera-
tures 104 K . T . 108 K, this rate can be approximated
as
Γci ∼ Γ0
(
T
Tt
)1/2
e−Tt/T
(
1 +
T
105 K
)−1
ne cm
3 s−1 ,
(23)
with Γ0 ∼ 2.32 × 10−8 and Tt = 157809.1 K.
The collisional excitation cross section can be obtained
e.g. from [62]. In both cases, it is straightforward to
show that the relevant timescales are at most a few or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the Hubble time during
the epochs of interest, regardless of the electron temper-
ature. Consequently, the neutral hydrogen cannot ionize
on timescales relevant to stop the growth of the photon
cloud.
6IV. THE ROLE OF SCATTERING
Modifications to the plasma mass offer only one possi-
ble mechanism for halting the superradiant growth. An
alternative possibility is that scattering processes may ei-
ther absorb or up-scatter photons out of the quasi-bound
state orbits at a rate that exceeds the energy injection
from superradiance. For ultra-low energy photons, only
two processes can be efficient – free-free absorption (as
discussed above), and Compton scattering. In the low
energy IGM, the former process is dominant in the small
Eγ limit, however as photons are absorbed, they heat
the gas and the cross section falls. Heated electrons
will lose energy via Compton scattering off the photon
background, and thus one can estimate the equilibrium
absorption cross section by equating the rate of energy
gained via free-free absorption with that emitted from
Compton scattering.
The rate of energy loss of electrons from the Compton
up-scattering of a low energy photon bath with energy
density ργ = mγnγ is given by [63]
dEc
dt
=
4
3
β2γ2 σT mγ nγ ne , (24)
while the energy gained via absorption is
dEabs
dt
= nγmγ ne σff . (25)
Equating the two, one finds an equilibrium is achieved
when σff ∼ γ2σT , which occurs when electrons are
mildly relativistic. In order for the energy losses to bal-
ance the energy gained via superradiance, one would re-
quire an electron number density far greater than the
background value, and thus free-free absorption cannot
quench the photon cloud growth.
An alternative possibility for halting the growth arises
when one considers the fact that the ambient electrons
will be accelerated by the electromagnetic fields pro-
duced by the photon cloud. Relativistic electrons can
both Compton up-scatter superradiant photons out of
the cloud and emit synchrotron radiation. Assuming
photons source both the electric and magnetic fields, the
energy loss for synchrotron is equivalent to that of Comp-
ton scattering (given by Eq. (24)) with a suppression of
sin2 α, α defining the angle between the electron velocity
and magnetic field [63]. For large enough photon num-
ber densities, the motion of the electrons will be driven
by electromagnetic forces, and thus Lorentz boosts can
reach extremely large values γ  1.
Let us start by assuming the motion of the electrons is
non-relativistic, so we can neglect the effects of the mag-
netic field. Here, the force generated by an oscillating
electric field E(t) = E0 cos(ωR t+ φ), with E0 ∼ √ργ =√
mγ nγ is simply F = dp/dt = d(γmev)/dt = qE. With-
out loss of generality lets take the phase φ = pi/2, so that
γ(t) =
√
1 +
nγmγ
m2eω
2
R
cos2(ωRt) . (26)
Assuming nγmγ/(meωR)
2  1 (i.e. electrons are typi-
cally relativistic), and the fact that ωR ∼ mγ , this leads
to a time averaged Lorentz boost 〈γ〉 ∼ √nγmγ/(memγ).
This energy is extracted from the electric field pro-
duced from the photons, and thus amounts to absorp-
tion of the photon field itself. The energy injected into
the photon field is given by
dEγ
dt
= mγ
dnγ
dt
= mγnγ
2
τsr
. (27)
Looking for an equilibrium solution dEe/dt = dEγ/dt,
we find
neqγ = 6piα
me
mγ
1
σT τsr
. (28)
Using mγM ≡ µ˜, we find neqγ ∼ 3.5 × 1032 cm−3. This
implies a typical Lorentz boost of 〈γ〉 ∼ 1010 for mγ ∼
10−13 eV, implying the up-scattered photons escape with
energies ∼ γ2mγ ∼ 10 MeV, and stop the growth. The
luminosity of these events is roughly
L =
dEe
dt
V ∼ 32pi
3 n2γ σT
9αmemγ
. (29)
While we had originally neglected the role of the mag-
netic field, once the electrons become relativistic the mag-
netic force will become important, modifying the trajec-
tory of the electrons and inducing synchrotron radiation.
The energy loss rage from relativistic electrons emitting
synchrotron radiation is given by
dEsyn
dt
=
4
3
β2 γ2σT uB ne sin
2 α , (30)
where uB is the energy density in the magnetic field and
α the angle between the magnetic field and the motion
of the electrons [63]. For uB ∼ uE ∼ nγmγ , as is the
case for electromagnetic fields generated by a coherent
field of photons, the energy radiated in synchrotron is
approximately equivalent that lost via inverse Compton
scattering. For each process, we estimate the luminosity
to be
L ∼ 5× 1048
(
10−13 eV
mγ
)
eV
s
. (31)
The Compton up-scattered photons will be sitting in the
middle of the x-ray band, and will have mean free paths
that are extremely large, allowing them to effectively free
stream today.
In the case of synchrotron emission, most of the en-
ergy is located near Eγ ∼ γ2ωg, where ωg = eB/me is
the gyrofrequency. This corresponds to super energetic
gamma-rays with energies ∼ 108 GeV. Such high energy
photons will pair produce e± and create electromagnetic
showers spanning a wide array of frequencies. Due to the
complicated nature of this process, we do not attempt to
compute the final state spectrum.
7V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have investigated the extent to which
the Standard Model photon can induce superradiance
in astrophysical black holes, with the specific intent of
identifying the mechanism responsible for quenching the
growth of the superradiant cloud, and any subsequent as-
trophysical signatures that may allow for the observation
of this phenomenon.
In this manuscript we outlined the various processes
which could directly alter the dispersion relation or
plasma frequency itself, as minor modifications could ei-
ther invalidate the superradiant condition or lead to an
exponential increase in the superradiant timescale; these
processes include thermal corrections to the plasma mass,
modifications to the dispersion relation from strong elec-
tric fields, Schwinger pair production, and a local ion-
ization of the ambient neutral hydrogen. Particle pro-
duction via the Schwinger mechanism becomes efficient
only after the photon field has grown to energy densi-
ties ργ ∼ 1037 eV/cm3, at which point a non-negligible
fraction of the energy would have been extracted from
the black hole (potentially as much as ∼ 10−2M). We
show explicitly that the local ionization of the surround-
ing neutral hydrogen can never occur on sufficiently short
timescales so as to modify the growth of the photon
cloud, owing to the fact that the e-H scattering timescale
is far greater than that of superradiance. The most im-
portant process identified arises from a modification to
the dispersion relation from the electric field produced
by the superradiant photons themselves (recently stud-
ied in [33]); this effect occurs for photon number densities
as small as nγ ∼ 1014 cm−3, long before a significant frac-
tion of energy has been extracted.
We have also considered the role that particle scatter-
ing processes play in inhibiting the growth of the photon
cloud. We have shown that the large electromagnetic
fields induced by the growing cloud induce rapid oscilla-
tions in the ambient free electrons; since the synchrotron
and Compton cooling rate of relativistic electrons is pro-
portional to γ2, the system is capable of reaching an equi-
librium in which the rotational energy extracted from the
black hole directly balances the energy radiated via cool-
ing processes. This equilibrium occurs for electron num-
ber densities nγ ∼ 1032 cm3, long before the onset of pair
production, but after modifications to the dispersion re-
lation from the existence of the electric field have become
important. The Compton up-scattering of the superra-
diant photons would produce a flux of ∼MeV scale x-
rays, while synchrotron cooling generates ultra-energetic
gamma rays (potentially exceeding ∼ 105 TeV), resulting
in large electromagnetic showers in the nearby medium.
Black hole superradiance has been quite successful
in excluding the existence of ultralight non-interacting
bosons. These bounds, however, can be incredibly sen-
sitive to the details of the underlying model, and vari-
ous mechanisms have been proposed in order to evade
such constraints (e.g. see [21, 33, 45, 46]). Since the pho-
ton represents the quintessential example of an ultralight
interacting boson, understanding all physical processes
that are capable of inhibiting superradiant growth of the
photon may yield insight into novel mechanisms that can
be used to evade superradiant constraints. A clear exam-
ple where this may be relevant is that of the dark photon;
here, the existence of a bare mass will allow number den-
sities to exceed the threshold identified for the Standard
Model photon, but electromagnetic interactions with the
ambient plasma may still quench the growth – we leave
a detailed study of this model to future work.
Our analysis has identified a vast array of processes
which strongly inhibit the growth of superradiant pho-
ton clouds. These may arise either from modifications
to the effective mass (via direct modifications to the dis-
persion relation or the plasma mass itself) or from par-
ticle scattering processes. Despite the fact that super-
radiance seems incapable of efficiently extracting energy
from black holes, understanding the quenching mecha-
nisms for photon superradiance may yield valued insight
into the superradiant growth using realistic models of
weakly-coupled ultralight bosons.
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